Brandeis Teacher Leadership Program

SUMMER 1 (at Brandeis)
- Understanding & Improving Teaching & Learning
- AND
- Understanding School Culture & Change

FALL 1
- Teacher Leader Seminar (on-line)
- & Practicum with Coaching

SPRING 1
- Teacher Leader Seminar (on-line)
- & Practicum with Coaching

SUMMER 2 (at Brandeis)
- Building Your Capacity as a Teacher Leader (modules on specific topics)
- AND
- Leadership, Authority & School Change

Introduction to Practitioner Research

***END of 13-month Advanced Graduate Study coursework***
**Coaching continues for Jewish day school Fellows**

FALL 2
- Practitioner Research Seminar (on-line)
- Practicum with Coaching

SPRING 2
- Practitioner Research Seminar (on-line)
- Practicum with Coaching

***END of 2-year Ed.M. program***